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Physical excise improves health and decreases risk for many
diseases, including cancer [1]. Epidemiological and obser-
vational studies [2] have shown that greater physical
activity is associated with a reduced risk of multiple com-
mon cancer types, including those of the breast, prostate,
colon and esophagus. It is imperative to understand the
mechanisms underlying the contribution of physical excise
to cancer pathophysiology since such knowledge will pro-
vide evidence for designing physical excise interventions in
clinical trial settings. Moreover, mechanistic actions learned
may also lead to new discoveries in cancer biology, which
can help the development of innovative modalities for
cancer prevention, early intervention and treatment.

Toward this end, there have been many studies aiming to
understand the roles of physical excise in reducing cancer
risk and improving outcome. Several mechanisms have
been proposed [3], including (i) reducing sex hormone
levels (e.g., estrogen and androgen); (ii) decreasing sys-
temic inflammation; (iii) improving insulin resistance and
obesity, which are risk factors for multiple cancer types; (iv)
enhancing the function of immune cells. Clearly, these
previous investigations have focused largely on environ-
mental, extrinsic factors, which is not surprising given that
physical excise indeed impacts the body as a whole. Con-
ceivably, excise can also regulate tumor-intrinsic variables,
however, such mechanistic studies have been few.

In the current issue of Prostate Cancer and Prostatic
Diseases, Dufresne et al. [4] investigated specifically this
question—whether and how physical excise regulates the
cancer cell in a non-autonomous manner. Using a rat model
implanted with a prostate cancer cell line (AT1), the authors
compared the epigenome of cancer cells from sedentary
control (CTL) with exercise training (ET) rats. Specifically,

they measured microRNA expression, DNA methylation
and histone modifications. Interestingly, 75 microRNAs
were differently expressed between the CTL and ET groups,
and one of them was miR-27a-5p, which has been impli-
cated in prostate cancer proliferation [5]. Exercise was also
shown to increase global DNA methylation and down-
regulate the expression Dnmt genes in prostate cancer cells.
However, the global level of histone H3 lysine acetylation
was not changed in trained rats than sedentary rats. Coupled
with their earlier finding [6] that trained rats had a slower
prostate tumor growth with increased cancer cell apoptosis,
these results indicate that physical exercise may benefit
cancer control by altering the epigenetic regulation in
prostate tumors.

In future investigations, it is warranted to pinpoint pre-
cise changes of the methylome and chromatin activity by
deep sequencing-based methodologies, such as whole-
genome bisulfite sequencing, chromatin Immunoprecipita-
tion Sequencing, and Assay for Transposase-Accessible
Chromatin using sequencing. These approaches will reveal
which specific chromatin regions are regulated by physical
excise, the magnitude of changes and the associated
target genes.

Nevertheless, albeit largely observational, these findings
are interesting as they add another layer of mechanism
underlying physical excise in reducing cancer risk. More-
over, the involvement of epigenome in linking physical
excise and cancer opens a new window for intervention and
treatment, given that the cancer epigenome contains many
promising drug targets [7]. Therefore, further understanding
of the precise impact of physical excise on the cancer epi-
genome will promote the development and design of novel
strategies to reduce cancer risk, early intervention and
cancer treatment.
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